Revisiting Sphere Unfolding Relationships for the Stereological Analysis of Segmented Digital Microstructure Images
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ABSTRACT

Sphere unfolding relationships are revisited with a specific focus on the analysis of segmented digital images of microstructures. Since the features of such images are most easily quantified by counting pixels, the required equations are re-derived in terms of the histogram of areas (instead of diameters or radii) as inputs and it is shown that a substitution can be made that simplifies the calculation. A practical method is presented for utilizing negative number fraction bins (which sometimes arise from erroneous assumptions and/or insufficient numbers of observations) for the creation of error bars. The complete algorithm can be implemented in a spreadsheet. The derived unfolding equations are explored using both linear and logarithmic binning schemes, and the pros and cons of both binning schemes are illustrated using simulated data. The effects of the binning schemes on the stereological results are demonstrated and discussed with reference to their consequences for practical materials characterization situations, allowing for the suggestion of guidelines for proper application of this, and other, distribution-free stereological methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As digital imaging has become standard practice in metallography, so has the use of digital imaging and image processing techniques for materials characterization. There are numerous widely-available software packages (both commercial and freeware) that allow for enhancement, segmentation, and measurement of image features. These software packages enable a very large
number of observations to be collected in a fraction of the time that would be required to produce the same results manually.

Many physics-based models of microstructural evolution require 3D particle sizes as input [1-5]. While 3D serial sectioning methods exist and are becoming more accessible with focused ion beam instruments, observations in planar cross-section remain the most efficient method of microstructural characterization for practical reasons. Thus, the 3D particle size distribution must be stereologically calculated from the 2D observation. In light of recent and continued interest in computer-based segmentation of microstructural images [6-10] and the ongoing need for data for the development, calibration, and improvement of microstructural models [5,11,12], it seems appropriate to revisit some remaining issues with the common distribution-free stereological method for ‘unfolding’ the 3D particle size distribution of a population of spheres from the observation of their 2D cross-sections, as it would be of practical benefit to those materials scientists who are using automated image processing techniques and those who are unfamiliar with this procedure.

While lineal intercept techniques are often most convenient for quantifying features manually, the observation of features on a digital image is equivalent to a systematic point count [13]. The standard solution for converting the 2D observations to 3D data, which is well-chronicled in classical metallurgical stereology texts [14,15], involves the assumption of non-interacting spherical particles observed in perfectly planar cross-section, in which the plane of polish may intersect the particle at any point in that particle’s body, producing a range of possible cross-section sizes.

For any shape more complex than either an elongated or flattened spheroid with bivariate axes, there is no analytical solution to the stereological problem without imposing additional assumptions, such as the requirement of a specific size distribution of particles [16-18]. Since particle shapes in materials are neither necessarily uniform nor is the size distribution usually known, the assumption of spherical particles (or at least globally-convex particles which have the average shape of a sphere in rotation) remains common in materials science (e.g., [5,19-21]). In the present work, the unfolding relationship for spheres is re-derived in terms of the histogram of observation areas as inputs (rather than radii or diameters) and a practical method is presented for utilizing the un-physical results that propagate during the calculation for the creation of error bars. The derived algorithms can be easily programmed into a spreadsheet for rapid implementation, and are useful in situations where it is desirable to be able to examine the error that is introduced by the histogramming procedure. The errors associated with histogramming both on linear and logarithmic scales are then explored to shed light on the number of observations that should be made for best practice in application of the stereological method.
2. STEREOLOGY OF PLANAR OBSERVATIONS IN TERMS OF AREAS

The distributions of possible cross-section sizes as well as the intrinsic size distribution of the 3D particles in the material both contribute to the distribution of experimentally-observed cross-section sizes. The central stereological problem is the deconvolution of these distributions. The classical approach involves first assuming that the size class (in the histogram of experimentally-observed cross-section sizes) that corresponds to the largest experimentally-observed cross-section is generated by the intersection of a plane with the middle of the largest 3D particle in the system, producing the largest possible cross-section for that particle size. Then, by assuming spherical particles, the distribution of the sizes of the other possible cross-sections through that particle is predicted. Using the number frequency of this largest-particle size class, the distribution of cross-sections that should come from an array of uniform spheres of this size is then subtracted from the histogram of 2D cross-sections. To calculate a likely 3D distribution of particle sizes, this process is repeated for each bin in the histogram, going from the bins corresponding to the largest particles to those corresponding to the smallest, “stripping” away the part of the histogram that comes from the largest-particle size class that still has a non-zero number fraction, and “unfolding” the 3D particle size distribution. The assumptions described above are most reasonable when the number of measurements is large and there are a large number of bins, two interrelated values when it comes to producing a smoothly-varying histogram.

Due to imaging biases, sampling statistics, and other practical problems, the classical approach described above often results in bins with negative number fractions. The problem can be solved numerically in a way that prevents these artifacts from occurring by, for example, using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [22]; however, this approach does not necessarily produce a unique solution [23] and is not easily programmed into a spreadsheet. In addition to being easier to implement, the classical approach also retains a benefit in that error bars can be calculated from the artifacts. The error bars can in turn be used to gauge the quality of the histogramming procedure, as will be demonstrated in the present paper.

The results of more advanced numerical methods such as the EM algorithm are still affected by the quality of the histogram of the initial data because the binning itself introduces systematic errors into the stereological results. While it must be noted that there are also advanced methods that can be applied to the histogramming procedure, it remains of general interest to have rules-of-thumb for the numbers of observations, numbers of bins, and the scaling of the bins that should be used to produce a histogram that accurately represents the underlying distribution. Due to the fact that feature size distributions are not necessarily normal or lognormal, “Scott’s rule” [24] may not necessarily apply. These issues will be addressed in the latter part of this paper using a simulation-based approach.
The historical development of the classical unfolding method was recorded by Underwood [14,15], and the most useful derivations were contributed by Saltikov [14,15,25]. A primary difference between several of the derivations is whether they use a linear binning scheme, as one typically uses for making a histogram of measurement results, or a logarithmic binning scheme, in which the width of the bins increases logarithmically as the particle size represented by the bin increases, such that there is a higher density of bins corresponding to smaller particles. The logarithmic binning scheme is useful in many materials characterization applications due to sampling statistics, since fewer observations are often made of the largest particle sizes. Both methods require a fixed number of bins (corresponding to size classes) in the histogram for performing the calculation due to the usage of either look-up tables or a fixed equation. The Johnson-Saltikov working table [15], for example, assumes that the relative area occupied by cross-sections of each size class is constant relative to the maximum possible cross-section size class, i.e. for 30 bins on a logarithmic (base 10) scale, the percentage of sections per area occupied by the bin containing the largest areal cross sections is always 60.749%, the next smaller bin is 16.833%, followed by 8.952%, and so on. In each step of the stripping of the cross-section histogram to produce the 3D histogram, the working table becomes more inaccurate because the percentages no longer sum to 100%.

It is no longer necessary to use a working table with fixed section percentages because the entire histogram stripping process may be performed rapidly, for any number of bins, with simple computer programs (see, for example, Heilbronner's StripStar code [26,27]). Furthermore, usage of fixed percentages can add to errors caused by the biases of the imaging and image processing techniques. It is therefore useful to develop relations that can be used universally for any number of bins, with any scaling of the bin size axis, and with any functional form of imaging bias (a topic that has been explored in greater detail by the present author in a separate paper [20]).
The intersection between a sphere of radius $R$ and a plane at a distance $x$ from the center of the sphere produces a circle of radius $r$, as shown in Figure 1. The radius of the intersection circle in Figure 1 is given by simple geometry:

$$r = \sqrt{R^2 - x^2} \tag{1}$$

If there are an infinite number of spheres of uniform radius $R$ arranged randomly in space, and a plane is passed through the array of spheres, the spheres will be intersected at many different values of $x$ (both positive and negative in Figure 1, depending on whether the sphere resides below or above the plane of intersection). In this case, a distribution of circle sizes will be developed. For any array of uniformly-sized spheres, the distribution of sizes is invariant when normalized by the sphere radius $R$. The sign of $x$ is unimportant due to symmetry, so Eq. 1 can be rewritten as

$$\frac{r}{R} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{x}{R}\right)^2} \tag{2}$$

Analogous to the case of a hypothetical array of randomly-arranged uniformly-sized spheres, the distribution of cross-sections observed in a metallographic section may have originated from particles with centroids either above or below the plane of polish. Second phase particles are likely to have a size distribution of their own, however, and it is generally not possible to determine the 3D size of an individual particle that generates a given 2D cross-section in an opaque specimen.

In the histogram of cross-sectional areas, the edges of the bins may come from any two $|x|$ values. It is therefore necessary to have a relation that provides the probability of observing an intersection circle between two predetermined values of $x$. In the case of true planar intersections, the distance between two parallel planes intersecting a single sphere in size class $j$ may be easily obtained from Eq. 2 using the definitions of $R$, $r$, and $h$ set forth in Figure 1:

$$h_{i,j-1} = \sqrt{R_j^2 - r_{i-1}^2} - \sqrt{R_j^2 - r_i^2} \tag{3}$$

The index $i$ has been introduced in Eq. 3 for numbering planes in order of their absolute distance from $x = 0$, because it is not clear from the value of $r$ if a plane intersects at $+x$ or $-x$ in material viewed in cross-section. In subsequent equations $j$ will continue to be used as an index for the bin in the histogram corresponding to the largest sections in the system.

With digital images, areas are the natural units of measurement because measurements may be easily performed using pixel counting techniques. Eq. 3 may be rewritten in terms of areas using
\( A_j = \pi R_j^2 \) and \( a_i^j = \pi r_i^2 \), where \( A_j \) corresponds to the maximum intersection area of a sphere of size \( R_j \) (which occurs at \( x = 0 \) in Figure 1), and \( a_i^j \) is the area of the circle created by the intersection of plane \( i \) and the sphere of size class \( j \):

\[
h_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \left( \sqrt{A_j - a_{i-1}} - \sqrt{A_j - a_i} \right)
\] (4)

The probability \( p \) of intercepting a sphere of radius \( R \) within the interval \( h \) is given by \( h/R \).

Again using the equation for the area of a circle, it is found that

\[
p_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{1}{\sqrt{A_j}} \left( \sqrt{A_j - a_{i-1}} - \sqrt{A_j - a_i} \right)
\] (5)

In the correction of imaging biases (which may arise, for example, when using backscatter imaging since the signal comes from an ill-defined volume within the specimen), a transfer function between the correct cross-section \( a \) and the observed cross-section \( a' \) can be inserted into Eq. 5 to obtain the bias-corrected probability of intersection [4,20].

The mean area of the cross sections between \( a_{i-1}^j \) and \( a_i^j \), assuming uniform probability of intersecting at any height \( x \), is given by dividing the volume of a slice of a sphere by the height \( h \) of the slice, i.e. \( \bar{a}_{i,j-1} = V_{i,j-1}^j/h_{i,j-1}^j \). The volume of a slice of a sphere in terms of section areas is [28]:

\[
V_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{h_{i,j-1}^j}{2} \left[ (a_{i-1}^j + a_i^j) + \frac{\pi(h_{i,j-1}^j)^2}{3} \right]
\] (6)

The area taken up by each size group is generally given as the product of the average area and the probability of intersection, \( \bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j \); however, we note that

\[
\bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{V_{i,j-1}^j}{h_{i,j-1}^j} \cdot \frac{h_{i,j-1}^j}{R_j} = \frac{V_{i,j-1}^j}{R_j}
\]

which allows us to write
\[
\bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{V_{i,j}^j}{R_j} = \frac{h_{i,j-1}^j \sqrt{\pi}}{2\sqrt{A_j}} \left[ (a_{i-1}^j + a_i^j) + \frac{\pi (h_{i,j-1}^j)^2}{3} \right]
\]  
(7)

Now, substituting the definition \( p_{i,j-1}^j = h_{i,j-1}^j / R_j \) into Eq. 7, we find that \( \bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j \) can be written more simply as:

\[
\bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j = \frac{p_{i,j-1}^j}{2} \left[ (a_{i-1}^j + a_i^j) + \frac{A_j (p_{i,j-1}^j)^2}{3} \right]
\]  
(8)

The above substitution allows for \( \bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j \) to be obtained in only two calculation steps, using Eqs. 5 & 8.

The fraction of sections per unit area with cross-sectional areas between \( a_{i-1}^j \) and \( a_i^j \) that come from an array of particles of size class \( j \), \( (N_A)^j_{i,j-1} \), may now be obtained using

\[
(N_A)^j_{i,j-1} = \frac{\bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j}{\sum_i \bar{a}_{i,j-1}^j p_{i,j-1}^j}
\]  
(9)

The value of the fraction in the 3D distribution for the bin \( j \) is given by

\[
f_{3D}^j = \frac{f_{2D}^j}{(N_A)^j_{i,j-1}}
\]  
(10)

where \( f_{2D}^j \) is the result of stripping away the influence of all bins greater than \( j \) from the area-weighted histogram of observations, \( f_{2D}^j \). For all values \( i < j \), \( f_{2D}^j \) is obtained by stripping the distribution of cross-sections coming from \( f_{1D}^j \) (Eq. 10) from the 2D distribution:

\[
f_{2D}^j = f_A^j - \sum_{i=j+1}^k f_{3D}^i (N_A)^j_{i,j-1}
\]  
(11)

where \( f_A^j \) corresponds to the histogram of measured area fractions per feature size group. This process is performed for all \( j \) starting from the bin corresponding to the largest particles remaining in the histogram. The volume-weighted fractions can be converted to the number of particles per unit volume by dividing each bin by the volume of the particles represented therein,
and can be converted to number fractions by dividing the number of particles per unit volume by their sum.

3. ERROR IN 3D PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION

The histogram stripping process often produces negative bin values in the 3D distribution. Negative number fractions do not have any physical meaning, and can only be produced by errors in either the measurement process or poor assumptions in the 2D → 3D conversion calculation. The errors are propagated through the calculation. Previous researchers have tracked the negative bin values that are propagated during the histogram subtraction [26,27], but to the present author’s knowledge, a meaningful usage of the resultant negative values has not been provided in the literature for practical application by researchers continuing to use the classical unfolding methods. The best choice for dealing with the negative volume fractions is not immediately obvious. If the negative frequencies are simply discarded, the volume fraction resulting from the stereological calculation will not be equal to that of the measured area fraction. Thus, the histogram must be re-normalized after the stereological calculation; however, without error bars, the effect of the normalization on the final result will remain unclear and potentially misleading. Despite problems associated with the spherical assumption (which will be discussed later), the sphere-based methods remain in frequent use because of their relative simplicity, so it would be useful to exploit the un-physical values in the production of error bars.

If it is assumed that the error producing the negative-frequency bin could come from any single bin corresponding to larger particles than those contained in the bin with a negative number fraction, then the required change in the number fraction of any bin \( k \) to produce a negative frequency at bin \( j \) may be calculated (assuming that all of the error is concentrated at bin \( k \)) using:

\[
\epsilon_j^k = \frac{f_{3D}^j}{(N_A)_j,j-1} - \epsilon_j^k
\]

where \( \epsilon_j^k \) is the change at bin \( k \) required to return the frequency at bin \( j \) to the physically-reasonable value of zero. It must be noted that \( |\epsilon_j^k| \) as calculated by Eq. 12 may exceed \( f_{3D}^k \); in this case, we set \( \epsilon_j^k = -f_{3D}^k \). It should be noted at this point that \( \epsilon_j^k \) can be converted into volume fractions, number fractions, or particles per unit area similar to \( f_{3D}^j \) from Eq. 10.

We may provide the sample standard deviation of the possible physically-reasonable values of \( f_{3D}^k \) that do not produce negative frequencies at any bins by summing the \( \epsilon_j^k \) matrix values over
their index \( k \) for each bin \( j \), dividing by the number of bins that could contribute to the error for that bin, and taking the square roots:

\[
s_j = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sum_{k>j} \frac{1}{j} \varepsilon_j^k}}
\]  

(13)

because \( \varepsilon_j^k \) is the difference between the expected value and the required value for a nonnegative result at \( j \). It is not known which bins \( k \) contribute to the erroneous result at \( j \). Realistically, there is a correlation between the errors because they propagate during the calculation from bins corresponding to coarser particle sizes toward bins corresponding to finer particle sizes; however, for many practical applications, it is probably sufficient to simply provide descriptive error bars such that the reader can gauge the error introduced during the process. If it is assumed that all bins \( k > j \) have an equal probability of producing the error at \( j \), then the standard error of these values is then given by

\[
SE_j = \frac{s_j}{\sqrt{j}}
\]  

(14)

This standard error value may be used to estimate a lower bound to the error produced during the stereological unfolding procedure.

4. ILLUSTRATION OF RESULTS

The derivation presented in the previous section can be programmed efficiently in either a spreadsheet or in modern computer languages in a few lines, as illustrated by the matlab/octave source code provided in the appendix. After the 3D conversion, the x-axis may be rescaled from areas to diameters. The mean spherical-equivalent particle diameter is then estimated as \( \bar{d} = \sum f_{3p} d_j \). The method derived in the previous section takes as input the area fraction of particles of a given size class. In the case of 100% volume fraction, as in a grain size distribution, the sum of the number fractions or volume fractions should be unity. In the case of a distribution of particles, the initial area fraction should be used. When corrections for observation biases are not used, then the area fraction at the beginning of the calculation is identical to the volume fraction after the stereological calculation. The number fraction of particles per size class in the initial state may be obtained by dividing the area fraction taken up by particles of the given size class by the area represented by that bin, then normalizing such that the sum of the number fractions is unity.
To illustrate the results of the above-described procedure, the lognormal distribution was randomly sampled to simulate a hypothetical distribution of sphere cross-sectional areas. The number of samples, the shape parameter $\sigma$ of the distribution, and the number of bins were varied while holding the mean particle size constant. The lognormal distribution was chosen because it is observed over a large range of materials that particle size cross-sections are often approximately lognormally distributed.

It is probably worth noting at this point that the minimum bin size must not correspond to particles below the resolution limit of the imaging technique; otherwise, excessively large error bars will be computed by the method proposed in the previous section. Also, the choice of binning scale is extremely important: A sufficient number of bins must be chosen such that the average size returned by the histogram is as close as possible to the mean of the collected data. If an excessive number of bins is chosen, then the fluctuations in the bin height will increase the uncertainty in the stereologically-calculated result. Figure 2 shows the standard deviation of the mean particle size represented by a linearly-binned histogram (a) and a logarithmically-binned histogram (b), as determined by 5000 simulations of particle size observations with a mean particle diameter of 1.2 microns and a lognormal shape parameter $\sigma$ of 0.5. Isocontour lines of constant standard deviation regions are shown, with the number of bins plotted on the x-axis and

**Figure 2:** The standard deviation of the apparent population mean resulting from histogram binning, for 5000 simulations of particle size measurements given by randomly sampling a lognormal distribution with a mean particle diameter of 1.2 microns and a lognormal shape parameter of 0.5: (a) Linear binning; (b) Logarithmic binning. Linear binning produces the most accurate results for low numbers of observations for this value of sigma, but the difference between logarithmic and linear binning decreases significantly as the number of observations increases.
the number of observations plotted on the y-axis. From the comparison of Figures 2 (a) and (b), it is clear that linear binning produces more accurate results for low numbers of observations, but the difference between logarithmic and linear binning decreases significantly as the number of observations exceeds 500.

Figure 3 shows the variation in the standard deviation of the mean particle size with the shape parameter $\sigma$ of a lognormal distribution (with a mean value of 1.2 microns) represented by a linearly-binned histogram (a) and a logarithmically-binned histogram (b). For each standard deviation, 5000 simulations of 500 particle size observations with a mean particle diameter of 1.2 microns were performed. Isocontour lines of constant standard deviation regions are shown, with the number of bins plotted on the x-axis and the shape parameter of the distribution plotted on the y-axis. Comparing Figures 3 (a) and (b), it is seen that logarithmic binning generally provides better performance for more skewed distributions. Linear binning is only better when the number of bins is large and the shape parameter is small.

On initial examination of Figures 2 and 3, it appears that linear binning offers some distinct benefits. For example, the mean particle size is more easily accurately reproduced for fewer observations, as shown in Figure 2. A tradeoff exists, however, because a smoothly-varying distribution is better for the purposes of our stereological calculation since it reduces the
likelihood of the negative number fraction artifacts. The production of a smoothly-varying histogram is explored in Figures 4 and 5, in which a given number of observations are randomly sampled from a lognormal distribution of known parameters under different binning schemes to determine the deviation of the histograms from the known shape of the distributions. The smoothness of the histograms was quantified using the mean absolute value of the deviation of each bin height from the expected height of that bin (i.e., the height that would be observed if an infinite number of measurements were made on a particle population of the given size distribution). So that the deviation values for the cases with different numbers of bins would fall in comparable ranges, the distributions in all cases were normalized by the maximum height of the smooth distribution of the same number of bins. Simulations were performed for distributions with lognormal shape parameters ranging from 0.2 to 1.4, 6 to 36 bins on both linear and logarithmic scales, and between 50 and 3000 observed particles. The mean diameter of the simulated particles was 1.2 microns in all cases. The presented values are the mean values from 5000 repeated simulations.

Figure 4: Smoothness of histograms with mean particle size of 1.2 microns, as characterized by the 5000 repeat measurements of the deviation of the observed number fractions from the expected number fractions for the input distribution: (a) Linear binning, 500 observed particles; (b) Logarithmic binning, 500 observed particles. It can be seen that lognormal binning provides more consistent smoothness over a wider range of shape parameter values.
Figures 4 (a) and (b) contain the results for the binning of the simulated observations of 500 particles of various lognormal distribution shapes in the linear and logarithmic binning cases, respectively. The plots show isocontour lines of constant smoothness of the histograms; low

*Figure 5: Smoothness of histograms of lognormal distributions with a mean particle diameter of 1.2 microns, as characterized by the 5000 repeat measurements of the deviation of the observed number fractions from the expected number fractions for the input distribution: (a) Linear binning, $\sigma=0.2$; (b) Logarithmic binning, $\sigma=0.2$; (c) Linear binning, $\sigma=1.4$; (d) Logarithmic binning, $\sigma=1.4$. While the performance of linear and lognormal binning are comparable at low values of the shape parameter, the relative performance of lognormal binning improves relative to linear binning as the skew of the distribution increases.*

Figures 4 (a) and (b) contain the results for the binning of the simulated observations of 500 particles of various lognormal distribution shapes in the linear and logarithmic binning cases, respectively. The plots show isocontour lines of constant smoothness of the histograms; low
values represent smaller deviations from the expected values, and thus a more accurate reproduction of the actual distribution shape. The variation in the lognormal shape parameter is given on the y-axis; the differing numbers of bins used in the binning procedure are given on the x-axis. While large numbers of bins improve the reproduction of the mean particle size of the population (Figures 2 and 3), it is shown in both subfigures of Figure 4 that increasing the number of bins reduces the smoothness of the distributions for a given distribution shape – which will, in turn, increase the errors propagated through the stereological procedure. In Figure 4, it can be observed that logarithmic binning (of a lognormal distribution of observation sizes) provides more consistent smoothness over a wider range of shape parameter values than linear binning, with much improved performance at higher numbers of observations.

Figures 5 (a) and (b) contain the results for binning different numbers of observed particles over different numbers of bins, for linear and logarithmic binning schemes, respectively, of a distribution with a shape parameter of 0.2; Figures 5 (c) and (d) show the results corresponding to a shape parameter of 1.4. The plots again show isocontour lines of constant smoothness of the histograms, using the same procedure for quantifying the smoothness as was used in Figure 4. The number of particles observed is plotted on the y-axis and the number of bins used is plotted on the x-axis. All subfigures of Figure 5 show that increasing the number of bins (which was observed to improve the reproduction of the mean particle size in Figures 2 and 3) generally reduces the histogram smoothness for a given number of observations. As would be expected, the smoothness improves as the number of observations is increased. Increasing the number of simulated measurements (to something more than the 5000 used here) could be expected to further smoothen the variations in the isocontours such that the smoothness at a constant number of observations continually degrades with increasing numbers of bins (the jaggedness is particularly notable in Figure 5 (b)); however, the trend is more than sufficiently clear in the present results. Figures 5 (a) and (b) show that the performance of linear and logarithmic binning is comparable for narrow particle size distributions, while Figures 5 (c) and (d) illustrate that the performance of logarithmic binning is superior to that of linear binning when the particle size distribution is highly skewed. Lognormal binning provides more consistent smoothness over a wider range of shape parameter values, with consistently improving smoothness as the number of observations increases, as seen by comparison of Figures 5 (b) and (d).

The errors produced in the binning process are propagated to the stereology. Figure 6 shows the results of binning with 12 and 36 bins on linear and logarithmic scales for 800 observations simulated by random sampling of a lognormal distribution with a mean of 1.2 microns and a shape parameter of 0.8. The set of observations produced a mean cross-sectional diameter of 1.23 microns. When too few linear bins are used, as in Figure 6 (a), the details of the distribution are lost. A larger number of bins are required to more accurately represent the distribution under a linear binning scheme, as shown in Figure 6 (b). The excess bins on the coarse side of the distribution result in strong fluctuations in number fractions on this side of the distribution. A
reasonable number of bins in the linear scheme is often excessive under a logarithmic binning scheme, as seen by comparison of Figures 6 (b) and (d). As suggested by the results of Figures 2 through 5, the most appropriate binning scheme for this particular set of particles – at least in terms of producing a smooth variation of number fractions and accurate reproduction of the shape of the distribution – is logarithmic binning with a moderate number of bins, such as Figure 6 (c).

**Figure 6:** Illustration of the stereological results of varying the number of bins for 800 simulated observations obtained from randomly sampling a logarithmic distribution with a shape parameter of $\sigma=0.8$: (a) 12 linear bins; (b) 36 linear bins; (c) 12 logarithmic bins; (d) 36 logarithmic bins.
Figure 7: The distribution of 2D cross-sections observed from a 3D population of spheres with a mean diameter of 1.2 microns and (a) a shape parameter of $\sigma=0.2$; (b) a shape parameter of $\sigma=1.4$. In practice, observations of cross-sections of spheres may be easily mistaken for lognormal distributions, although a lognormal distribution of cross-sections cannot be produced by a lognormal distribution of spheres due to the probabilities at the fine side of the distribution.

Interestingly, the logarithmic binning scheme in Figure 6 (c) produces some of the largest error bars. One reason for this is that the error bar scheme proposed here favors linear binning: The error bars cannot exceed the height of an individual bin, and the strong fluctuations in bin height are concentrated at the long tail (on the right-hand side) in the linear binning scheme. There exists another reason for the relatively large error bars in Figure 6 (c): They are actually, in part, due to the more appropriate reproduction of the distribution shape. In fact, Figure 6 (c) partially illustrates that a truly lognormal distribution of 2D cross-sections cannot be generated by a lognormal distribution of spheres. To explore this further, consider Figure 7, which shows the 2D cross-sections that should be produced by two lognormal 3D distributions. Figure 7 (a) shows the results for a lognormal distribution of spheres with a mean diameter of 1.2 microns and a shape parameter of 0.2; Figure 7 (b) shows the results for a lognormal distribution of spheres with the same mean size and a shape parameter of 1.4. Both plots were created by taking 5E6 samples of the described lognormal distribution and using 30 bins on a logarithmic scale. If the 3D particle size distribution is lognormal, as is often observed in nature [29], then it is likely that the distribution of cross-sections may also fit quite well to a lognormal distribution, as illustrated by Figure 7 (b). The 2D distribution appears increasingly lognormal as the skew of the distribution increases. It may be clearly seen, however, that a narrow distribution such as that shown in Figure 7 (a) does not produce an approximately lognormal distribution of cross-sections. This observation may shed some light on the ongoing debate in the literature as to the true shape of
the distributions of grains and particle sizes observed in materials, though further work is required to determine what distribution shape (Rayleigh, Weibull, or Lognormal) matches best to the present 2D results, and whether the 3D distribution is indeed lognormal. Despite the difference in the fine-side tail observed in Figure 7 (a), it is still likely that a distribution with such a shape may still be mistaken for a lognormal distribution in practice, as real measurements rarely produce a perfectly smooth histogram, and there are other sources of error – such as imaging bias – that can affect the measurement.

5. DISCUSSION

It is clear when comparing Figures 6 (a) and (b) with Figures 6 (c) and (d) that logarithmic binning more efficiently reproduces the distribution shape \((i.e.\) uses fewer bins) under the explored circumstances. The most accurate stereological results will be produced using a histogram that simultaneously reproduces the correct mean size of the observed values (Figures 2 and 3) and the details of the shape of the true underlying distribution (Figures 4 and 5). Thus, a tradeoff exists between the number of bins used, the binning scheme, the number of observations made, and the quality of the stereological results. The mean values for both the input histograms and the stereological results are given in the subfigures of Figure 6. There is significant variation between the resulting 3D stereological means for the input 2D histograms. The true mean of the population and the shape are best reproduced by Figure 6 (c); it must be assumed that this also represents the best stereological result of the four binning options shown in this figure.

It comes as no surprise that logarithmic binning of a lognormal distribution of particle size observations produces a more smoothly-varying distribution than linear binning; however, Figures 2 through 5 of the present work should help clarify the situation in which logarithmic binning is beneficial. The results shown in Figures 2 through 5 also emphasize the importance of making a large number of individual particle measurements in stereological practice, as the accurate reproduction of the mean particle size in a histogram depends significantly on the number of measurements made when logarithmic binning is used. Binning on a logarithmic scale is typically useful in metallurgical particle size measurements because it reduces the number of measurements required to produce a smoothly-varying histogram for approximately-lognormally skewed distributions, as shown in Figures 5 (c) and (d). In practice, producing a smoothly-varying histogram for input into the stereological procedure may be more difficult than is implied in the present cases, which were formed from randomly sampling a lognormal distribution.

There are many additional aspects that should be considered when performing the stereology on real particle populations. It is well-known that the variations in the shape of the particles generating the cross-sections can have great consequences on the final results [16-18,30]. The situation often arises, however, that particle shapes vary within a single specimen (such as, for
example, Ni-based superalloys exhibiting populations of both secondary and tertiary $\gamma'$ phase). In this case, the spherical assumption is not easily avoided, and it becomes much more challenging to produce 3D data for model inputs [22]. A trade-off exists between metallographic efficiency and the ability to obtain accurate results. In terms of providing 3D data for use in physics-based models, many microstructural models for which 3D data is needed also contain the spherical assumption (e.g. [1,4,5,12]). In these situations, a sphere-based unfolding method may be thought of as a necessary first step toward producing the required data, and refinement of both the stereological method and the modeling parameters may be completed at a later stage as necessary for producing realistic simulation results. Ultimately, it is important that metallurgists continuing to use sphere unfolding relationships are aware that the assumption of spherical particles can produce errors in the final results. The calculation of error bars presented in the present paper is intended to help the researcher gauge the degree to which the assumptions in the stereological method are weak for the specific set of data under investigation, but it should be noted that the utility of the error bars is dependent upon a reasonable choice of binning parameters for a given set of measured particle cross-sections.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In light of the rapidly increasing adoption of digital image segmentation methods in metallography, and their potential for use in calibration and future development of physics-based models of microstructure evolution, the sphere unfolding relationship has been re-derived in terms of areas for practical usage by metallographers continuing to use these stereological techniques and for materials scientists who may not be familiar with the technique. A practical method has been presented for using the negative frequency bins that sometimes arise during the calculation for the creation of error bars, and the method has been demonstrated using simulated measurements. The effect of binning on the smoothness of histograms for input into the unfolding algorithm has been explored to gauge the errors introduced by the binning process, and the unfolding results have been illustrated for some interesting cases. From the results of the present study, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. For increasingly left-skewed particle size distributions, logarithmic binning more accurately reproduces the population mean than linear binning (Figure 3) as long as a sufficient number of observations is made (Figure 2). As a rule of thumb, at least 500 individual particle size measurements should be used for a reasonable probability of accurately reproducing the mean particle size of a skewed population under a logarithmic binning scheme (Figure 2).

2. Logarithmic binning is often useful in metallurgical particle size measurements due to sampling statistics: Fewer observations tend to be made of the largest cross-sections. Thus, logarithmic binning consistently produces smoothly-varying histograms over a wider range of left-sided distribution skews than linear binning (Figure 4). The smoothness continuously improves with an increasing number of observations (Figure 5).
3. Errors in binning are propagated to the stereology. If the binning method is unable to reproduce the correct mean particle size, the error will be passed along to the stereological result (Figure 6).

4. If the 3D particle size distribution that generates the observed cross-sections is approximately lognormal, it is very likely that the distribution of observed cross-sections will likely appear approximately lognormal, even though the cross-section distribution cannot strictly be lognormal (Figure 7).
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**APPENDIX: SOURCE CODE**

The equations given in the present paper can be coded in a spreadsheet or rather efficiently in a few lines of code in, for example, the Matlab/Octave programming languages, as demonstrated in the following example where the number fractions in the histogram of observations are inputs the array ‘f2d’, the edges of the areal binning array are input as ‘a’, the mean areas of the bins are given as ‘ab’, the particle volumes represented by the bins are given by ‘V’, and the volume fraction of particles is given as ‘vf’:

```matlab
nb=length(a)-1; % Number of bins
p=zeros(1,nb);am=zeros(1,nb);ap=zeros(1,nb); % Preallocate variables
NA=zeros(nb);e=zeros(nb);am(1:end)=a(1:end-1);% 

fA=ab.*f2d;fA=vf*fA/sum(fA); % Convert to area-weighting
for j=nb:-1:1 % Loop through bins
    p(1:j)=(sqrt(a(j+1)-am(1:j)) ...
        -sqrt(a(j+1)-a(2:j+1)))/sqrt(a(j+1));% Eq. 5
    ap(1:j)=0.5.*p(1:j).*(am(1:j) ...
        +a(2:j+1)+(a(j+1).*p(1:j).^2)./3);% Eq. 8
    NA(j,1:j)=ap(1:j)/sum(ap(1:j));% Eq. 9
    f3d(j)=fA(j)/NA(j,j);% Eq. 10
    if f3d(j)<0
        e(j,j+1:nb)=fA(j)./NA(j+1:nb,j);f3d(j)=0.0; % Eq. 12
    end;
    fA(j)=0.0;fA=fA-f3d(j)*NA(j,:); % Eq. 11
end;clear p ap am NA j fA
e=max(-repmat(f3d,[nb 1]),e); % Limit error array values
```

f3d=vf.*f3d/sum(f3d); % Restore correct volume fraction
f3d=f3d./V;e=e./repmat(V,[nb 1]); % Number of particles per unit volume
e=e/sum(f3d);f3d=f3d/sum(f3d); % Number fractions
SE=-sqrt(sum(e.^2,1)./(1:nb))./sqrt(1:nb); % Eqs. 13 & 14
clear e nb